
Feingroove is a copper tube with 
internal grooves, ideal for 
manufacturing heat exchangers and air 
conditioners. It is also available in the 
microgroove version with a 5mm 
diameter.

In addition to being manufactured in 
accordance with standards EN 12735-2 
and EN 12449, Feingroove tubes are 
produced with the innovative 
Feinrohren SGFS system, ensuring that 
residue values are almost ZERO, grain 
size is constant along the entire length 
of the coils.

Feingroove copper tubes are 
compatible with refrigerant fluids (such 
as R134a, R600 and R410) and 
lubricants (such as ESTER-OIL), 
maintaining compatibility with previous 
generation oils and fluids. 

They are available as level wound coil 
(LWC), with or without a cardboard reel, 
and with coil weights up to 250 kg.
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“Since 1959 we’ve been developing
new ideas for maximum efficiency”



FEINGROOVE are copper tubes with internal 
grooves, ideal for improving heat exchange 
and, consequently, the efficiency of 
air-conditioning systems. 
They are produced and tested using the 
most sophisticated equipment, which 
ensures compliance with the specifications of 
the profile (number of fins, angle of fins, 
angle of spires, etc.). 

FEINGROOVE
Standard: EN 12735-2, EN 12449 and customer specifications. REFRIGERATION TUBE
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Cu-DHP copper tube with internal grooved surface, available in level wound coil (LWC). 

The absence of welded points ensures 
constant heat exchange on the entire 
length of the tube and constant mechanical 
strength throughout the circular section.
The use of the innovative Feinrohren SGFS 
system is a guarantee of excellent and 
constant workability.

CUSTOM SERVICES
• Thermal performance software  - Software to simulate the thermal performance of grooved tubes
• FEM analysis software  - FEM simulations on different profiles and tube sizing
• Partnership with engineering department - Tests, analyses and research
• Machinery for tube testing and operation - Design and development of bespoke machinery


